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ROTAID PLUS

PRODUCT SHEET
The Rotaid Plus is a robust and durable AED wall cabinet that ensures a recognizable and sustainable
storage of your AED device. The characteristic round shape and design make it easy to be found
and just a quick twist is needed to gain full access to the AED. The cover comes with AED logos
and directive arrows to leave no room for interpretation.

The cabinet can be opened by an intuitive twist
that removes the whole cover. The responder
therefore has full access to the AED that hangs via a
bracket for a quick and easy grab. The cover is
attached to the back plate via a belt and needs no
further attention from the responder. A stainless
steel hook, attached to the bottom of the cabinet,
can hold a seal, tag or other appliance.

An audible alarm system alerts
bystanders and is triggered when
the cover is opened. It is powered
by two AA-batteries and therefore
does not need electricity.

The cover, equipped with recesses for an optimal
grip and directive arrows, is made from 100%
Polycarbonate. With a thickness of 5 millimetres it
offers a solid protection and ensures a high grade
of water- and dust resistance. Furthermore, the
cover is fitted with UV filters, to protect from direct
and indirect sunrays.

By modern production techniques
and the use of recycled plastics,
the Plus meets the highest
requirements when it comes to
sustainability.

ROTAID PLUS

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Brackets
Stainless steel hook

9 volt battery holder

DIMENSIONS

Lenght 47 cm Width 47 cm Depth 18 cm Weight 1,7 kg
Lenght 18,5“ Width 18,5” Depth 7,1”

Packed individually by box, fastening materials included.
www.rotaid.com

Holder for cover

Weight 3,75 lbs

ROTAID PLUS

SPEC SHEET

APPLICATION: Indoor usage. WARNING : not for outdoor usage!
DIMENSIONS

Lenght 47cm/18,5” Width 47cm/18,5” Depth 18 cm/7,1” Weight 1,7 kg/3,75 lb

BACKPLATE
100% recycled ABS (Acrylonitrile-Butadiene-Styrene), 4 mm thick
Solid aluminium holding block with mounting adaptor to house 2 DIN 912 8.8 EV M6x80
bolts (included) for optimal placement of the defibrillator.
Solid steel hook on the bottom to install tamper seal, instructions or other accessories.
5 mounting positions for firm fixation. 5 DIN 7981 A2 5,5 x 60mm screws
and 5 DIN 9021 A2 M6x18x1,6 mm rings are included for installation on all walls.
COVER
100% recycled Polycarbonate, 5 mm thick, fully transparent, fitted with UV filters for long-lasting
transparency and UV blocking.
A nylon belt is attached to the cover and connected to the back plate. The nylon belt is approximately
15,75 inches long and 2 inches thick and is fitted with brass rings.
4 directive arrows provide guidance for opening the device.
6 indents provide grip for quick and solid opening.
Available colors : green, yellow, red, white
ALARM SYSTEM
Adjustable loudness settings: 84 dBa and 98 dBa *
Pre-installed ABS housing
Powered by 2 AA batteries.
Alarm is triggered by coin sized, low power magnet, mounted in cover.
Alarm can be paused by a red button.
* Measured at 1 meter from speaker

PACKAGING
White box, FEFCO 0201, that meets FSC requirements.
Box size 50 x 50 x 25 centimeters / 19,7 x 19,7 x 9,8 inches.
COMPATIBLE WITH: All AED brands and types
Check your AED on www.rotaid.com/indoor-aed-cabinets/plus#specifications

One cabinet per box.

